Genealogy Services
We offer services to resolve most genealogical questions. Our services range from the simplest family histories to
complex tribal lines of descent. Whether you, your family, or your tribe are facing issues related to enrollment,
audits, acknowledgement, or if you are just seeking historical knowledge, we can help. If your questions are so
complex that you end up with conflicting stories about different ancestors, we can sort it out for you. A few of the
specific services we offer include:
• Membership file audits
• Applications for enrollment to meet constitutional requirements
• Tracing complex relationships to tribal base rolls
Our genealogical experts apply academic training in history,
anthropology, and other disciplines with many years of experience researching intricate family relationships. We
support every finding with appropriate documentation that can withstand rigorous scrutiny. Our expertise,
genealogies, and collections are broad enough to cover peoples in different regions of the United States,
including:
• The Great Lakes
• California & the Great Basin
• The Southeast
• The Northeast & Mid-Atlantic
A key part of our expertise derives from our extensive digital archive.
We own copies of document collections from the National Archives in
Washington, DC, and many of its regional repositories, along with
numerous collections from various regional repositories and complete
microfilm collections. Some of our most extensive collections include:
• The Mount Pleasant School and Agency in Michigan
• The Sacramento Agency in California
• The Tomah Agency in Wisconsin
• The Mission Agency in California
• 19th & 20th century allotment records across the country
• Judgment rolls and special BIA censuses
We keep our technological infrastructure current with the best
equipment and software available. We use our proprietary
digital archive to manage our extensive collection of documents
and professional genealogical applications to chart family
histories.
We are committed to dependable service and competitive rates.
Our team understands that your deadline must be met. Our
project managers work to ensure that projects remain on-time
and on-budget. Each project begins with a scope of work
detailing cost, time line, and deliverables, and we manage each project to meet with client expectations.
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